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Many organizations have moved infra to the cloud



But there are many orgs with legacy machines







Patching isn’t a new problem, but it persists



What if we tune the process for the human?



How can we make patching a more effective process?



Weekly report meant to fill in gaps

Did not list vulnerabilities themselves

Required cognitive effort and time
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Old notification was not ideal

Did not list vulnerabilities or additional details

Required system admins to perform extra steps to get necessary information

Adds an amount of friction in order to execute







How do we make patching a more efficient process?

Examined old notification 
Propose changes to reduce effort and time from system administrators

Craft new notifications
Actionable items
Focus on one vulnerability
List all machines and the vulnerability type in an attached CSV

Analyze subsequent data





Increase from 3% patching to 78%



Why was the patch rate ONLY at 78%?





Some contacts are much better 
at patching
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at patching

Certain vuln families get 
patched more



Some contacts are much better 
at patching

Certain vuln families get 
patched more

Some vuln families take more 
time to patch



Conducted semi-structured interviews with system 
administrators to add qualitative view to quantitative data



Monotonicity of email made it easy to ignore

Many teams have exceptions

Notifications fall outside of their patch cycle

Conducted semi-structured interviews with system 
administrators to add qualitative view to quantitative data



Positive sentiment towards new notification

Room for improvement/better integrations

Conducted semi-structured interviews with system 
administrators to add qualitative view to quantitative data



Increasing efficacy of patching

Applied basic principles to reduce work for sys admins

Increase patch rate from 3% to 78%

Interviews found positive sentiment towards new notification, 
and discrepancies in different systems



Questions?
arianamirian.com

arianamirian28@gmail.com

@arimirian

@amirian@infosec.exchange
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